INSPIRATION

THE HOME OF ACOUSTIC DESIGN
A VALUE DRIVEN COMPANY

Our vision is to offer stakeholders a greater value than what is expected of us. With this added value our customers will experience Glimakra of Sweden as the natural business partner. To achieve this, we have designated the following important values that we stand for and want to share with you.

ACOUSTIC HIGHER DESIGN | GREATER FLEXIBILITY | BETTER QUALITY
Limbus by Glimakra is a range of products focusing on acoustics and design. With Limbus and associated piping we have added a character that breathes design, quality and flexibility to many projects and at the same time resolved the acoustic conditions found in modern offices.

The increasingly popular activity based office requires new solutions to how furniture can help to create inspiring work environments for various kinds of work. We can offer a complete concept, designed within the range from acoustic reception to the modern workplace. With Limbus by Glimakra we have developed many new products to meet market needs and demands.

Discover products that are just as easy on the eye as on the ear.

**THE HOME OF ACOUSTIC DESIGN**

Surrounded by glittering lakes and lush fields and forests, Glimåkra village is the heart of our design and production, and it has been so for 70 years. To ensure aesthetic and technical quality with high sound absorption, our designers and cabinet-makers work closely together, under the same roof.

We aspire for our business to have as little environmental impact as possible. Our products are timeless and of superior quality with a long life. We use pure, unmixed materials as far as possible which makes product recycling easier. To further shield the environment, we choose suppliers in the immediate area and thereby reducing transportation distances. Glimakra of Sweden is environmental and quality certified according to ISO 14001 and ISO 9001.

From the German Design Award we received the awards GOLD for Wakufuru and WINNER for LimbusFloor Subtle.
LimbusDesk up On Table | Design team Glimakra

LimbusAccessory Throw | Design team Glimakra

LimbusAccessory Cushion | Design team Glimakra
LimbusFloor | Design team Glimakra

LimbusFloor Light | LimbusFloor Soft | LimbusFloor | LimbusFloor Sub

LimbusFloor Subtle | Design team Glimakra / Johan Kauppi

LimbusFloor Sub | Design team Glimakra
LimbusWall Noticeboard | Design team Glimakra

LimbusWall | Design team Glimakra

LimbusCeiling Panel, Horizontal | Design team Glimakra

LimbusCeiling Baffle | Design team Glimakra

LimbusCeiling Panel, Horizontal | Design team Glimakra
Alp | Design Tim Alpen
Rock’n Roll | Design Tom Stepp

Link | Design Tom Stepp